PRESS RELEASE

Aquatec launch Aquatec Rentals
Aquatec Group is pleased to announce the launch of Aquatec Rentals, a comprehensive rental service
featuring the most popular oceanographic, environmental and offshore instruments.
The oceanographic and environmental rental pool includes Aquatec’s powerful AQUAmark 848 marine
mammal deterrent is designed to deter porpoises, dolphins and similar toothed whales over distances of up
to 1500m and is ideally suited for construction work. Also available are AQUAscat 1000 acoustic suspended
sediment profilers and AQUAlogger 310TY advanced turbidity loggers. The Aquatec Expert service can be
added to your AQUAscat rental - we will help you make the most of your instrument, including personal
consultation, pre-deployment advice and optional post-deployment reporting.
A comprehensive pool of instruments and accessories is also available for hydrotest monitoring, including
the new HYDROlog 3000 next generation hydrotest logger, the established HYDROlog 2000 logger,
AQUAdisp subsea display, AQUAmodem Op2 optical modem for subsea communication and HYDROgauge
high accuracy digital gauge. For subsea leak detection, Aquatec’s field-proven LEAKlog system is available,
including long range fluorometers (up to 10m range), highly sensitive acoustic sensors and temperature
probes for detecting a temperature differential.
Aquatec Rental Rewards gives customers the opportunity to benefit from preferential rental rates, a
discount on service and calibration for your own instruments, and the opportunity to try out new
technology first.
Elizabeth Paull, Sales & Marketing Manager, said ‘Aquatec Rentals allows our customers to rent serviced
and maintained instruments directly from us. We offer first class service and competitive rates, as well as
providing training and support as required.’
Find out more at www.aquatecrentals.com.
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PRESS RELEASE
The Aquatec Group are creators of innovative instruments, services and solutions for measurement, monitoring and
communication underwater. They provide instrumentation solutions for all water environments, including offshore
structures and pipelines; oceans, estuaries, rivers and lakes; and marine mammals and fisheries. Aquatec was founded
by the current Managing Director in 1990 as a specialist consultancy in oceanographic instrumentation design. Since
then, the company has established a diverse portfolio of products for measurement of physical oceanographic and
process parameters including temperature, depth, vibration, attitude, suspended sediment, and marine mammal
activity, as well as underwater data communication systems and marine mammal deterrents.
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